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The Renaissance and Reformation changed 

European culture and created powerful political

alliances. Europeans set out on uncharted seas to explore the world

as powerful European monarchs competed for trade, influence, and

territory. While the peoples of the Americas struggled against 

European invaders, civilizations in Asia reached pinnacles of 

cultural achievement.

Every time you use paper money or write a check, you are trusting

in a system based on banking that originated during this period. As

European trade and commerce increased, merchants turned to bankers

for the capital to finance their ventures. Wealthy banking families

even made loans to European monarchs. By the 1600s government-

chartered banks began to replace family-owned banks. These banks

issued banknotes and checks that made trading in heavy coins obsolete.
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See pages 506–507 for
primary source readings
that accompany Unit 4.
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Galileo’s telescope

During the voyages of the
Age of Exploration, European
explorers gained new con-
tacts for trade, expansion,
and innovation that pro-
foundly changed European
culture.

To better understand
the history of European
exploration, view videodisc
Chapter 9: Age of Exploration
in Turning Points in World
History.

and



West Africa
Traditional Rhythms

“We are almost a nation of dancers, musicians, and poets,”
recalled a West African named Olaudah Equiano. “Every great
event ... is celebrated ... with songs and music suited to the
occasion.”

Equiano’s words highlighted the importance of music to
everyday life among the varied peoples of West Africa. Here
musicians won fame for the skill with which they played com-
plicated rhythms on drums, flutes, whistles, and stringed
instruments. People added the sounds of their voices to a
rhythm known as a call-and-response pattern. A leader would
sing out a short piece of music, and people would sing it back
to the beat of a drum.

400 Unit 4 Emergence of the Modern World

I
n the 1400s and 1500s,
European ships edged into
uncharted waters. These voy-

ages set the stage for one of the greatest
cultural exchanges in history, as people
from Europe, Africa, and the Americas
came face-to-face for the first time. One
of the products of this exchange was the
birth of “America music,” a collection of
styles deeply rooted in West Africa. 
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LINKING THE IDEAS

1. What are some of the features of West
African music?

2. How did West African music influence musi-
cal styles in North America and the
Caribbean?

Critical Thinking
3. Evaluating Information Which styles of

music that you listen to at least once a week
are influenced by West African musical 
patterns?

North America
New Musical Forms

The musical heritage of West Africa traveled
to the Americas aboard European slave ships. To
endure the pains of slavery, West Africans kept
alive musical patterns that reminded them of
their ancestral homelands. Because most West
Africans came as laborers, work songs took root
first. The rhythmic patterns of these songs set
the pace for repetitious tasks. West African
laborers added field hollers—long calls by a
worker in which other workers answered back.
Outside the fields, enslaved Africans cried out
for freedom in religious folk songs known as
spirituals.

Over hundreds of years, these musical
forms came together to create new styles. The
blues grew out of the field songs and spirituals
of slavery. Ragtime echoed the complicated
rhythms of West African music. On these foun-
dations grew yet other styles—jazz, rock ’n’ roll,
and rap. 

The Caribbean
Afro-Caribbean Beats

The sounds of West Africa could be heard
wherever large enslaved African populations
lived in the Americas. On islands in the
Caribbean, the beat of bongos, the conga, the
tambour, and other West African drums became
the soul of Afro-Caribbean music. Added to the
drums were European instruments such as the
Spanish guitar and a variety of Native
American instruments such as the marimba
(xylophone), maraca, and wooden rhythm sticks
called claves. Out of this blend of influences
emerged a range of styles as diverse as the
Caribbean islands themselves—reggae, calypso,
salsa, and more.

Steel drums of the Caribbean

Chicago 1955 by
Ben Shahn
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C h a p t e r

1400–1600

Renaissance
and Reformation

> Innovation The Renaissance leads
to an artistic and intellectual awak-
ening in Europe. Section 1

> Cultural Diffusion Renaissance
ideas and artistic styles spread from
Italy to northern Europe. Section 2

> Conflict Martin Luther’s protests
against the Catholic Church result
in Protestantism. Section 3

> Cultural Diffusion Protestant 
religious groups spread reform
through northern Europe. Section 4

> Reaction The Catholic Church
enacts its own reform, the Catholic
Reformation. Section 5

S
The
toryteller

Isabella d’Este, married in 1490 at the age of 16 to the

Marquis of Mantua, played a vital role in ruling the Italian

city-state of Mantua. A brilliant and well-educated young

woman who loved Latin literature, Isabella gathered a fashion-

able assemblage of artists and statesmen in her sparkling court.

In a room decorated with ornately carved woodwork and paint-

ings that illustrated Greek myths, Isabella entertained her

guests to her own lute recitals and poetry readings. Isabella was

one of the many Italians of her time who rediscovered and repop-

ularized Greek and Roman classics, educating their contempo-

raries to the glories of their classical past after a thousand years

of neglect. The word Renaissance, coming from the French word

meaning “rebirth,” was coined to refer to this rebirth of interest

in classical ideas and culture.

What happened during the Renaissance that changed
Europeans’ outlook on the world? How did the Reformation
shape the religious and political life of Europe?

Historical Significance

402

Chapter Themes
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Detail of The Court by Andrea Mantegna.
Palazzo Ducale, Mantua, ItalyArt&

History

Choose a Renaissance sculptor, archi-
tect, or painter mentioned in this chap-
ter. Research and write a short report on
the work and influence of this person.

Your History Journal
Chapter Overview

Visit the World History: The Human Experience
Web site at worldhistory.glencoe.com and click
on Chapter 16—Chapter Overview to preview the
chapter.

http://www.glencoe.com/sec/socialstudies/worldhistory/wh2001/chapter16/overview.html


T
he Renaissance—the period from about
1350 until 1600 during which western
Europeans experienced a profound cul-

tural awakening—was in many ways a continuation
of the Middle Ages, but it also signaled the begin-
ning of modern times. The Renaissance caused edu-
cated Europeans to develop new attitudes about
themselves and the world around them.

The Renaissance began first in the city-states of
Italy. Unlike other areas of Europe, Italy had large-
ly avoided the economic crisis of the late Middle
Ages. Italian towns remained important centers of
Mediterranean trade and boosted their production
of textiles and luxury goods.

More than other Europeans, Italians were
attached to classical traditions. The ruins of ancient
Roman buildings, arches, and amphitheaters con-
stantly reminded them of their heritage. Moreover,
through trade Italian towns remained in close con-
tact with the Byzantine Empire, where scholars pre-
served the learning of ancient Greece.

Humanism
Through renewed contact with the classics,

Italian scholars improved their understanding of
Greek and Latin, studied old manuscripts, and
copied the classical writing style. This interest in
classical learning, however, was more than just a
fascination with ancient times. It led to a new intel-
lectual movement known as humanism that
focused on secular, or worldly, themes rather than on
the religious ideas that had concerned medieval
thinkers. Humanists—the scholars who promoted
humanism—accepted classical beliefs and wanted to
use them to renew their own society. Among the most
important beliefs was individualism, an emphasis
on the dignity and worth of the individual person.
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> Terms to Define
humanism, secular, individualism, sonnet,
doge

> People to Meet
Niccolò Machiavelli, Lorenzo de’ Medici,
Michelangelo Buonarroti, Leonardo da
Vinci

> Places to Locate
Florence, Rome, Venice

Michelangelo finished the Sistine Chapel in
September 1512. Pope Julius came to see the com-
pleted work. One man had covered ten thousand
square feet with the greatest wall painting in
Italy. Michelangelo wrote to his father, “I have
finished the chapel which I have been painting.
The Pope is very satisfied.… Your Michelangelo,

sculptor, in Rome.”
The artist, tired and
in poor health, went
home to Florence,
hoping for rest and
relaxation.  

—adapted from
Michelangelo The
Man, Donald Lord
Finlayson, 1935

S e c t i o n 1

The Italian 
Renaissance

S
The
toryteller

Ancestors of Christ, detail from
the Sistine Chapel

Read to Find Out 
Main Idea An array of cultural factors
inspired the Renaissance.



Another was the idea of human improvement, that
people should develop their talents through many
activities: politics, sports, and the arts.

Education and Literature
Humanists believed that education could help

people improve themselves. They opened schools
that taught the studia humanitas, or humanities—
Greek, Latin, history and philosophy, the subjects
taught in ancient times. These schools became so
popular that humanists began to replace the clergy
as teachers of the sons of the wealthy.

Humanism also inspired new forms of litera-
ture written in the vernacular and focusing on per-
sonal feelings. During the 1300s, Francesco
Petrarca, or Petrarch (PEE•TRAHRK), wrote 
sonnets, or short poems, that expressed his love for
Laura, a woman who had died during the Black
Death. His friend, Giovanni Boccaccio, in the work
Decameron, described young people who tell stories
to divert their attention from the plague’s horrors. 

As the Renaissance developed, writers also
focused on the topics of individual ambition and
success. During the 1500s, Benvenuto Cellini, a
goldsmith and sculptor, glorified his achievements
in one of the first modern autobiographies. In a
popular manual, The Book of the Courtier, Baldassare
Castiglione (bahl•dahs•SAHR•ray kahs•steel
•YOHN•ay) gave advice to men and women on the
Renaissance ideal of good behavior. Men were to be
skilled in many activities; women were to be grace-
ful, attractive, and courteous. The diplomat
Niccolò Machiavelli (mak•ee•uh•VEHL•ee)
wrote The Prince, a book that realistically analyzed
the politics of Renaissance Italy. Rulers, Machiavelli
said, should be ready to use force and deceit to hold
power. Critics charged that The Prince justified
immoral behavior in politics, but Machiavelli’s
book appealed to power-hungry Renaissance
rulers. It also influenced the thought and actions of
later political leaders.

Scholarship
Humanist scholars influenced more than just

literature. With their independent thinking, they
began to challenge long-accepted traditions,
assumptions, and institutions. As they made all
sorts of unsettling discoveries, it further validated
their desire to challenge and question nearly every-
thing—even long-standing church traditions. For
example, in an exciting piece of Renaissance detec-
tive work, the scholar Lorenzo Valla determined
that a document that supposedly provided the legal
basis for the pope’s supremacy over kings was
actually a forgery.

Through their teaching and writing, humanists
reawakened the educated public to classical values.
They also encouraged a ferment of new ideas that
eventually spread from Italy throughout Europe
and reshaped European civilization.

City Life
Town life was stronger in Italy than in other parts

of Europe. As a result, Italians could easily discard
feudalism and other medieval institutions that had
their origins in the rural north. Italy did not become
unified as did France and England. Wealthy and
successful, most Italian communes, or communi-
ties, resisted the efforts of emperors, kings, and
nobles to control them. They became independent
city-states, each of which included a walled urban
center and the surrounding countryside.

Social Groups
The Italian city-states fashioned a new social

order in which wealth and ability mattered more
than aristocratic titles and ownership of land.
Wealthy merchants and bankers replaced the 
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Renaissance Italy 1400s

Notice the locations of the Italian 
city-states during the 1400s. 
 Location Which city-state was in 

the best position to trade by land as well as by
sea with the Byzantine Empire to the east?



landed nobility as the most powerful social and
political group—the upper class. Shopkeepers and
artisans ranked below the wealthy merchants,
forming a moderately prosperous middle class that
employed large numbers of poor workers. Most of
these workers—who were the majority of town
dwellers—came to urban areas from the country-
side. At the bottom of the social order were the
peasants who worked on the country estates of the
wealthy classes.

Government
During the Renaissance, Italy was not under

one government, but instead consisted of individ-
ual city-states, each ruled by wealthy families
whose fortunes came from commercial trading or
banking. Workers often rebelled against the upper
classes. Their demands for equal rights and lower
taxes, however, were suppressed.

During the 1400s, social conflicts created
upheaval so often that certain city-states felt it nec-
essary to turn over all political authority to a single

powerful leader to restore peace. These powerful
political leaders were called signori (seen•YOHR
•ee). Some signori ruled as dictators, using violence
to maintain control. Others successfully ensured
popular loyalty by improving city services, sup-
porting the arts, and providing festivals and
parades for the lower classes.

While dealing with internal unrest, city-states
also fought with each other in territorial disputes.
But the prosperous merchants and bankers, 
unlike the nobility they had supplanted, did 
not want to fight in these battles. Since military ser-
vice would interfere with conducting business and
trade, the signori chose to replace citizen-soldiers 
with hired soldiers known as condottieri
(KAHN•duh•TYEHR•ee).

Hiring condottieri made wars very costly. To
avoid this expense, signori began to seek territorial
gain through negotiated agreements. To carry out
this policy, they assembled the first modern diplo-
matic services. Permanent ambassadors were
appointed to represent their city-states at foreign

of theof the

Art of the 
Italian Renaissance 

The Italian Renaissance produced a host
of great Italian artists and sculptors. Among
the most notable of these were Michelangelo,
Raphael, and Leonardo da Vinci.

Michelangelo created David, a
gigantic marble sculpture,
while at home in Florence between
1501 and 1504. A painter, archi-
tect, sculptor, and poet, he
has had an unparalleled
influence on Western art. 
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courts. The city-states also worked out an agree-
ment among all the city-states that no one city-state
would be allowed enough power to threaten the
others. During the 1500s other European states
adopted similar agreements with one another and
also began to practice diplomacy.

Although the Italian city-states had much in
common, each developed its own characteristic life.
Three cities in particular played leading roles in the
Renaissance: Florence, Rome, and Venice.

Florence
Originally a republic, Florence in the 1400s

came under the control of a prominent banking
family known as the Medici (MEH•duh•chee).
Medici rulers helped to foster the spirit of human-
ism among the city-state’s scholars and artists. With
this spirit alive throughout the city, Florence
became the birthplace of the Italian Renaissance.

Cosimo de’ Medici gained control of Florence
in 1434. He worked to end worker uprisings by
introducing an income tax that placed a heavier

burden on wealthier citizens. He used the tax rev-
enues to make city improvements, such as sewers
and paved streets, that benefited everyone. Cosimo
also worked to establish peaceful relations between
the city and its neighbors.

Cosimo’s grandson Lorenzo de’ Medici ruled
Florence from 1469 to 1492, and he continued poli-
cies like those of his grandfather. He used his
wealth to support artists, philosophers, and writers
and to sponsor public festivals. As a result of the
city’s prosperity and fame, Lorenzo was known as
“the Magnificent.”

During the 1490s Florence’s economic prosper-
ity, based mostly on the banking and textile indus-
tries, began to decline with increasing competition
from English and Flemish cloth makers. Tired of the
Medici rule, discontented citizens rallied in support
of a Dominican friar named Girolamo Savonarola
(SA•vuh•nuh•ROH•luh). In fiery sermons before
hundreds of people, Savonarola attacked the
Medici for promoting ideas that he claimed were
causing the downfall of Florence:

REFLECTING ON THE TIMES

1. What Renaissance values are reflected in the
paintings and sculpture shown in this feature?

2. Why are there many similarities in style and
subject matter among works of the Italian
Renaissance?
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Raphael painted the School of
Athens for Pope Julius II. When
Raphael died in Rome on his 37th
birthday, the whole city mourned.
His funeral mass was celebrated at
the Vatican.

Leonardo da Vinci painted the
Mona Lisa during a period of inten-
sive study in Florence in 1503. His
talent was also expressed in sculp-
ture, architecture, and engineering. 



In the mansions of the great prelates and
great lords there is no concern save for
poetry and the oratorical art. Go … and
see; [you] shall find them all with books
of the humanities in their hands.… Arise
and come to deliver [your] Church from
the hands of the devils!

So many people were won over by Savonarola
that the Medici family was forced to turn over the
rule of Florence to his supporters. On Savonarola’s
advice, the city’s new leaders imposed strict 
regulations on public behavior. Gambling, swear-
ing, and horse racing were banned. Savonarola
urged his listeners to repent of their “worldly”
ways. He had crowds make bonfires to burn books,
paintings, fancy clothes, and musical instruments.

Savonarola soon aroused a great deal of oppo-
sition to his preaching. His criticism of church offi-
cials angered the pope. Many people in Florence
disliked his strict ways. In 1498 Savonarola was
hanged for heresy, and the Medici family returned
to power. By this time, however, Florence’s great-
ness had passed.

Rome
During the 1500s Rome emerged as a leading

Renaissance city. In Rome, the pope and the cardi-
nals living in the Vatican made up the wealthiest
and most powerful class. 

Eager to increase their prestige, Renaissance
popes rebuilt the ancient city. Architects constructed
large churches and palaces, and artists created mag-
nificent paintings and sculptures to decorate these
buildings. Scholars came from all over Europe to
study manuscripts and books in the Vatican
Library.

Renaissance popes often placed political goals
ahead of religious duties. In ruling Rome and its
surroundings, they sent ambassadors to other
lands, collected taxes, and fought wars. The most
politically minded pope was Alexander VI. Elected
pope in 1492, Alexander had bribed the College of
Cardinals to vote for him. Once in office, he used
the wealth of the Church to support his family, the
Borgias. He especially encouraged his son Cesare,
who raised an army and conquered much of central
Italy.

After Alexander’s death in 1503, his successors,
Julius II and later Leo X, promoted artistic projects
to beautify Rome. Their most notable effort was the
rebuilding of St. Peter’s Basilica, the largest church
in the Christian world.

Venice
Another Renaissance center was Venice, the

port city on the Adriatic Sea. Venice’s economic
power, enjoyed since the Crusades, was fading
because of changing trade routes and Muslim inva-
sions in the east. However, the city’s role as a link
between Asia and western Europe still drew traders
from all over the world. Venetian shipyards also
turned out huge galleys, and Venetian workshops
produced high quality glass. 

One benefit of Venice’s prosperity was political
stability. Venice’s republican government was
headed by an elected doge, (DOHJ), or leader. The
doge officially ran the city, but the wealthiest mer-
chants meeting in committee as the Council of Ten
held the real power. This council passed laws, elect-
ed the doge, and even had to be consulted should
the doge’s son want to marry.

Influenced by Byzantine as well as western
European culture, Venice was known for its artistic
achievements. Painters, such as Titian, Tintoretto,
and Giorgione, used brilliant oil colors to portray
rural landscapes and classical and religious themes.
Venetian architects, such as Sansovino and
Palladio, erected buildings in the classical style.
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Brunelleschi’s sculpture of the sacrifice
of Isaac was a contest entry for the east

doors of the Baptistry in Florence. Brunelleschi lost but
is remembered for what architectural feat?

Art&
History



Renaissance Arts
What were the unique characteristics of

Renaissance art? The humanists’ emphasis on culti-
vating individual talent inspired Italian artists to
express their own values, emotions, and attitudes.
No longer content with creating symbolic represen-
tations of their subjects, artists made their subjects
as lifelike and captivating as possible. Although
much of the art was still devoted to religious sub-
jects, it had more secular, or worldly, overtones.
Interest in ancient Greece and Rome moved artists
to include classical mythology as well as biblical
themes in their works.

To make their creations lifelike and captivating,
artists experimented with new techniques. For exam-
ple, they learned to create a sense of perspective,
which gave their paintings depth. They studied
anatomy so they could portray human figures more
accurately and naturally. Artists also learned to
depict subtleties of gesture and expression to convey
human emotions. Much of their work consisted of
frescoes, or paintings done on damp plaster.

The public in Renaissance Italy appreciated
works of art and hailed great artists as geniuses.
Nobles and townspeople used art to decorate
homes as well as churches. They lavishly rewarded
artists and gave them a prominent place in society.

Architecture
During the Middle Ages, cathedral architects

had pointed soaring arches and spires heavenward
for the glory of God. During the Renaissance, how-
ever, Italian architects returned to the classical style.
They substituted domes and columns from classical
Greek and Roman architecture for the medieval
arches and spires. They sought both comfort and
beauty in their buildings, adorning them with
tapestries, paintings, statues, finely made furniture,
and glass windows. Unlike the anonymous archi-
tects of the Middle Ages, Renaissance architects
took credit for their fine buildings.

The most famous Italian Renaissance architect
was Filippo Brunelleschi (BROO•nuhl•EHS•kee), best
known for the dome he designed and completed in
1436 for the Cathedral of Florence. No one before
had been able to design a dome large or strong
enough to cover the cathedral without collapsing
from its own weight. Brunelleschi’s Roman-
inspired design was considered to be the greatest
engineering feat of the time.

Sculpture
Renaissance sculpture reflected a return to clas-

sical ideals. The free-standing statues of nude 
figures sculpted in bronze or marble during the
Renaissance resembled ancient Greek and Roman
sculptures much more than they did medieval sculp-
tures. Human figures in medieval sculptures had
usually been portrayed in a stiff, stylized manner.

Some of the best-known Renaissance sculp-
tors—Donatello, Michelangelo, and Ghiberti
(gee•BEHR•tee)—came from Florence. There the
Medicis opened a school for sculptors. Donatello
was the first sculptor since ancient times to cast a
large, free-standing nude statue. Although the
sculptor Michelangelo Buonarroti later went to
Rome to sculpt works for the pope, he learned his
craft in Florence. Florentine sculptor Lorenzo
Ghiberti took 21 years to create 10 biblical scenes on
bronze doors for Florence’s cathedral baptistry. 

Painting
Italian Renaissance painters departed from the

flat, symbolic style of medieval painting to begin a
more realistic style. This change first appeared in
the early 1300s when the Florentine artist-sculptor-
architect Giotto (jee•AH•toh) effectively captured
human emotions in a series of frescoes portraying
the life of Francis of Assisi. In the 1400s Florentine
artist Masaccio (muh•ZAH•chee•oh) employed
lighting and perspective in his paintings to give
depth to the human body and to set off his figures
from the background. He thus created an even
greater sense of realism than Giotto had.
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Samarkand

Timur Lenk Rebuilds 
Central Mosque

Samarkand, 1404
Timur Lenk (Tamerlane), the Mongol ruler, decided 
to rebuild the central mosque in Samarkand, 
making it grander than any in Asia. The Bibi 
Khanum mosque consisted of 4 vaulted halls. Its 
480 marble pillars were carried by teams of 
elephants from quarries 25 miles (40 km) away. 
The vault of the central dome was so large that one 
of its gold inscriptions 
reportedly could 
be read a mile away. 
Shortly after 
completion the 
central dome 
collapsed.

AROUND THE



One of you shall
betray me,”
said Jesus, sit-
ting amid the

disciples gathered around
in a flurry of worry, gos-
sip, and fear. Between
1495 and 1497 Leonardo
da Vinci painted The Last
Supper on the walls of a
monastery in Milan, Italy.
Unstable paint and cen-
turies of wear slowly
destroyed the mural. In

1977 restoration of the painting began, as shown in
the detail (above) depicting the apostles Matthew,
Thaddeus, and Simon. The larger view of the master-

piece (left) shows visitors clustered around while
restorers continue their work.

Da Vinci was one of the most famous painters of
the Italian Renaissance. During the Renaissance the
peoples of Europe began to see themselves as
Europeans rather than as members of the kingdom of
Christendom whose single passport was belief. The
Renaissance was a period of upheaval and change in
religion, politics, and economy. The arts flourished.
Writers began using the language of their own nations
instead of Latin. Painters, architects, and sculptors
experimented with new techniques. Expressing his
belief in the newfound power of paintings, da Vinci
boasted that the painter could “even induce men to
fall in love with a picture that does not portray any
living woman.” Indeed, people throughout the ages
have fallen in love with The Last Supper. �

“The Last Supper”
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One of the greatest Renaissance artists was
Leonardo da Vinci (VIHN•chee). A citizen of
Florence, he did much of his work in Milan and
Rome. Da Vinci is best known for the Mona Lisa, a
portrait of a strangely smiling young woman of
Florence, and The Last Supper, a wall painting of
Jesus’ last meal with his disciples. Da Vinci skillful-
ly portrayed his subjects’ personalities and feelings.
He also made designs on astronomy, mathematics,
and anatomy. These drawings often pictured para-
chutes, flying machines, and other mechanical
inventions far ahead of his time.

Another outstanding Renaissance artist—
Michelangelo Buonarroti—began his career as a
sculptor in Florence. There he did a famous marble
statue of David, after the heroic biblical king. Later in
Rome he sculpted La Pietà (PEE•ay•TAH), which
shows the dead Jesus in the arms of his mother, Mary.
Most of Michelangelo’s sculptures were awesome in
size and suggested controlled but intense emotions.

In 1508 Pope Julius II hired Michelangelo 
to paint the Vatican’s Sistine Chapel ceiling with
scenes from the Bible. All Michelangelo’s painted
figures resembled sculptures. They had well-
formed muscular bodies that expressed vitality and
power. Michelangelo ended his career by designing
the dome of the new St. Peter’s Basilica.

Raphael Santi also worked at the Vatican. He
completed a series of paintings on classical and reli-
gious themes for the pope’s apartment. Raphael is
most noted for his paintings of Mary, the mother of
Jesus. These works reflected the Renaissance ideals
of grace, harmony, and beauty.

Women and the Arts
Although Renaissance women had few roles

independent of men, some of them did contribute
to the arts. These women were either daughters of
artists who trained in their fathers’ workshops or
children of noblemen, who were expected to have
literary, musical, and artistic skills. Among the most
celebrated female artists were the portrait painters

Lavinia Fontana and Sofonisba Anguissola
(soh•foh•NIHZ•bah ahn•gwee•SOH•lah). An
Italian noblewoman, Anguissola became a painter
at the Spanish royal court of King Philip II.  
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Main Idea
1. Use a web diagram like the one

below to show major factors
that inspired the Renaissance.

Recall
2. Define humanism, secular, 

individualism, sonnet, doge.
3. Identify Niccolò Machiavelli,

Lorenzo de’ Medici, Savona-
rola, Michelangelo Buonarroti,
Leonardo da Vinci. 

Critical Thinking
4. Making Comparisons How

does the role of female artists

today compare with the role of
female artists during the
Renaissance?

Understanding Themes
5. Innovation Identify one 

masterpiece in Renaissance 
literature or the arts. Explain
how it reflects Renaissance
ideals. Also state what subject
is represented.

La Pietà by Michelangelo Buonarroti. St.
Peter’s Basilica, The Vatican, Rome, Italy

What is the subject of La Pietà?

Art&
History

SECTION 1 ASSESSMENT

Student Web Activity 16

Visit the World History: The Human Experience Web 
site at worldhistory.glencoe.com and click on 
Chapter 16—Student Web Activities for an activity 
relating to Renaissance art.

Factors
Inspiring the
Renaissance

http://www.glencoe.com/sec/socialstudies/worldhistory/wh2001/chapter16/webact.html
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D
uring the late 1400s, Renaissance art and
humanist ideas—characterized by a
revival of interest in classical antiquity—

began to filter northward from Italy to France,
England, the Netherlands, and other European
countries. War, trade, travel, and a newly invented
method of printing helped to promote this cultural
diffusion. The people of the Northern Renaissance
adapted ideas of the Italian Renaissance to their
own individual tastes, values, and needs.

Spreading Ideas
War, as usual, helped spread ideas by further-

ing contact between people of different cultures.
After France invaded Italy in 1494, French kings
and their warrior-nobles became fascinated by
Italian Renaissance art and fashions. In 1517 King
Francis I brought Leonardo da Vinci to his court in
France, thus helping to promote the entry of
Renaissance ideas into northern Europe. Other
European monarchs also developed an enthusiasm
for the Renaissance. Kings and queens so eagerly
supported scholars and artists that the number of
humanists in the north grew rapidly along with the
popularity of humanist ideas.

At the same time, Italian traders living in the
north set an example for northern European mer-
chants, who began to appreciate wealth, beauty,
personal improvement, and other Renaissance 
values. These northern merchants—having only
recently become successful enough to afford
lifestyles based upon such values—began to
spend their wealth on education, fine houses, and
material goods. Some northern Europeans began to
travel to Italy to study with Italian masters. Thus
began the emergence of a newly educated middle
class.

> Terms to Define
châteaux

> People to Meet
Johannes Gutenberg, Michel de 
Montaigne, François Rabelais,
Desiderius Erasmus, Jan and Hubert 
van Eyck, Pieter Brueghel, Thomas
More, William Shakespeare

> Places to Locate
the Low Countries

When Shakespeare’s play Hamlet opened in
London, about 2,000 people crowded in to see the
performance. Admission was one penny. Down in
front of the stage, where it was standing room only,

the crowd could be noisy. One
writer complained: “Such
heaving, and shoving, such
pushing and shouldering—
especially by the women!
Such care for their clothes,
that no one step on their
dress;.… Such smiling and
winking.… Never mind the
stage—it is a comedy to
watch them!”

—freely adapted from
Shakespeare: Of an Age For All
Time, The Yale University
Festival Lectures, edited by
Charles Tyler Prouty, 1954

S e c t i o n 2

The Northern
Renaissance

S
The
toryteller

William Shakespeare

Read to Find Out 
Main Idea The Renaissance spread from
Italy to northern Europe.
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This spread of knowledge among the middle
class was aided by the invention of the printing
press. By the 1400s, German engravers had devel-
oped movable type, in which the type was set into
adjustable molds, inked, and then pressed onto a
sheet of paper. In 1456 Johannes Gutenberg print-
ed a complete edition of the Bible using movable
metal type. As a result of this invention, books were
published more quickly and less expensively.
Production of humanist texts could now begin to
match the newfound desire for such works.

Although Italian Renaissance ideas became
quite popular in the north, they were not merely
transplanted there. Rather, northern scholars inter-
preted them according to their own individual
ways of thinking. Furthermore, the people of each
northern culture adapted these ideas to suit their
own needs and traditions.

The French Renaissance
The French Renaissance had a character all its

own. French architects blended medieval Gothic tow-
ers and windows with the classical arches used by
Italian architects to create châteaux (sha•TOHZ), or
castles, for Francis I and his nobles. These country
estates were erected mainly in the Loire valley.

Many French Renaissance writers borrowed
extensively from the new literary forms of the Italian
Renaissance. Inspired by Petrarch’s sonnets, Pierre
Ronsard (rohn•SAHR) wrote his own sonnets with
common humanist themes such as love, the passing
of youth, and the poet’s immortality. Michel de
Montaigne (mahn•TAYN) may have based his infor-
mal and direct style on Italian literary models. He
cultivated the literary form called the personal essay,
a short prose composition written to express clearly
the personal view of a writer on a subject. In his
essay “Of the Disadvantages of Greatness,”
Montaigne analyzed the authority of royalty:

The most difficult occupation in the world,
in my opinion, is to play the part of a king
worthily. I excuse more of their faults than
people commonly do, in consideration of
the dreadful weight of their burden, which
dazes me. It is difficult for a power so
immoderate to observe moderation.…

Physician-monk François Rabelais (RA•buh
•LAY), France’s most popular Renaissance author,
wrote comic tales, satires, and parodies on a broad
spectrum of contemporary life. He rejected the
Middle Ages’ focus on the afterlife and believed

that people should enjoy life to the fullest. He also
wrote on such subjects as law, medicine, politics,
theology, botany, and navigation.

Northern Europe
The Italian Renaissance was enthusiastically

accepted by the wealthy towns of Germany and the
Low Countries (present-day Belgium, Luxembourg,
and the Netherlands). Universities and schools pro-
moted humanist learning, and printers produced a
large quantity of books. Latin was still the main
scholarly language, but writers increased their use
of German and Dutch.

Christian Humanism
Unlike in Italy, the Renaissance in northern

Europe had a more religious tone. Groups of schol-
ars, known as Christian humanists, wanted reforms
in Catholicism that would eliminate abuses and
restore the simple piety of the early Church. They
believed that humanist learning and Bible study
were the best ways to promote these goals.

The most famous Christian humanist,
Desiderius Erasmus (dehz•ih•DEER•ee•uhs
ih•RAZ•muhs), inspired his colleagues to study
Greek and Hebrew so that they could understand
older versions of the Bible written in these lan-

Erasmus by Quentin Metsys. The
“Prince of the Humanists” joined a

love for the classics with respect for Christian values.
What reforms did Christian humanists promote?

History
Visualizing
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guages. Erasmus also used biting humor to make
people take a more critical view of society. He
specifically attacked the wealth of Renaissance
popes, as in his noted work, The Praise of Folly:

Scarce any kind of men live more [devot-
ed to pleasure] or with less trouble.… To
work miracles is … not in fashion now; to
instruct the people, troublesome; to inter-
pret the Scripture, [too bookish]; to pray,
a sign one has little else to do … and last-
ly, to die, uncouth; and to be stretched on
a cross, infamous.

Northern European Painters
Artists in northern Europe developed a style of

painting that relied more on medieval than classical
models. In the early 1400s, a group of Flemish

painters, led by the brothers Jan and Hubert van
Eyck (EYEK), painted scenes from the Bible and
daily life in sharp, realistic detail. They developed
the technique of painting in oils. Oils provided
artists with richer colors and allowed them to make
changes on the painted canvas. Painting in oils soon
spread to Italy. Meanwhile, Italian Renaissance art
reached northern Europe. Artists such as Albrecht
Dürer and Pieter Brueghel (BROY•guhl) combined
Italian technique with the artistic traditions of their
homelands. They painted realistic portraits, reli-
gious themes, landscapes, and scenes of daily life.

The English Renaissance
Renaissance ideas did not spread to England

until 1485, when the Wars of the Roses—bloody
conflicts over who was the rightful heir to the
throne—ended. Ultimately, the Tudor family defeat-
ed the York family, bringing the Tudor king Henry
VII to power. Henry invited Italian Renaissance
scholars to England, where they taught humanist
ideas and encouraged the study of classical texts.

English humanists expressed deep interest in
social issues. Thomas More, a statesman and a
friend of Erasmus, wrote a book that criticized the
society of his day by comparing it with an ideal
society in which all citizens are equal and prosper-
ous. The book, written in Latin, was called Utopia.

The English Renaissance was especially known
for drama. The best-known English playwrights
were William Shakespeare and Christopher
Marlowe. They drew ideas for their works from
medieval legends, classical mythology, and the 
histories of England, Denmark, and ancient Rome.
Shakespeare dealt with universal human qualities
such as jealousy, ambition, love, and despair so
effectively that his plays are still relevant to 
audiences today.

Main Idea
1. Use a diagram like the one

below to show the ways in
which the Italian Renaissance
spread to northern Europe.

Recall
2. Define châteaux.
3. Identify Johannes Gutenberg,

Michel de Montaigne, François
Rabelais, Desiderius Erasmus,
Jan and Hubert van Eyck, 
Pieter Brueghel,Thomas More,
William Shakespeare.

Critical Thinking
4. Applying Information

Choose one northern European
writer or artist and explain how
his or her works reflected
Renaissance ideas.

Understanding Themes
5. Cultural Diffusion In what

ways did northern Europe alter
Renaissance ideas?

Peasant’s Dance by Pieter Brueghel the
Elder. The painting emphasizes the

enjoyments of common people. What four subjects did
northern European realistic artists paint?

Art&
History

Spread of Italian Renaissance
to Northern Europe

SECTION 2 ASSESSMENT
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T
he Renaissance values of humanism
and secularism stimulated widespread
criticism of the Catholic Church’s

extravagance. By about 1500, educated Europeans
began calling for a reformation—a change in the
Church’s ways of teaching and practicing
Christianity. In Germany the movement for church
reform eventually led to a split in the Church that
produced a new form of Christianity known as
Protestantism. The series of events that gave birth
to Protestantism is known as the Protestant
Reformation.

Martin Luther
The Protestant Reformation was begun by a

German monk named Martin Luther, born in 1483,
the son of middle-class townspeople. His father
wanted him to become a lawyer, but Luther was
interested in religion. In 1505 he was nearly struck
by lightning in a thunderstorm. Terrified that the
storm was God’s way of punishing him, the law
student knelt and prayed to Saint Anne. In return
for protection, he promised to become a monk.
Shortly thereafter, Luther entered a monastery.

As a young monk, Luther struggled to ensure
his soul’s salvation. He would confess his sins for
hours at a time. Yet still he worried that God might
not find him acceptable.

Then he read Saint Paul’s Epistle to the
Romans: “He who through faith is righteous shall
live”—and Luther’s worries dissolved. He inter-
preted this to mean that a person could be made
just, or good, simply by faith in God’s mercy and
love. Luther’s idea became known as justification
by faith. Luther later stated that because of this dis-
covery he felt as if he “had been born again and had
entered Paradise through wide open gates.”

> Terms to Define
justification by faith, indulgences, 
vocation

> People to Meet
Martin Luther, Pope Leo X

> Places to Locate
Wittenberg, Worms

In later years, Martin Luther remembered the
fateful day he entered the monastery: “Afterwards
I regretted my vow, and many of my friends tried
to persuade me not to enter the monastery. I, how-
ever, was determined to go through with it.… I
invited certain of my best men friends to a farewell

party.… In tears they
led me away; and my
father was very angry
… yet I persisted in my
determination. It never
occurred to me to leave
the monastery.” Luther’s
break with the Church
was an even bigger
decision than the one to
enter monastic life.

—adapted from Luther
and His Times, E.G.
Schweibert, 1950

S e c t i o n 3

The Protestant
Reformation

S
The
toryteller

Martin Luther

Read to Find Out 
Main Idea Luther’s religious reforms
led to Protestantism, a new branch of
Christianity.
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Luther’s Protest
Luther’s ideas gradually matured and eventu-

ally brought him into conflict with the Church. At
this time Pope Leo X was trying to raise money to
rebuild St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome. To this end, the
pope sold church positions to his friends and also
authorized sales of indulgences.

Indulgences were certificates issued by the
Church that were said to reduce or even cancel
punishment for a person’s sins—as long as one also
truly repented. People purchased indulgences
believing that the document would assure them
admission to heaven. John Tetzel, the Church’s
agent for selling indulgences in northern Germany,
even went so far as to promise peasants that indul-
gences would relieve them of guilt for future sins.
He also encouraged people to buy indulgences for
the salvation of their dead relatives. Tetzel’s sale of
indulgences inspired a popular jingle: “Once you
hear the money’s ring, the soul from purgatory is
free to spring.” (According to church teaching, pur-

gatory is a place in the afterlife where people are
made fit for heaven.)

Luther, a professor and priest in the town of
Wittenberg, preached against the sale of indul-
gences. He also lectured against other church prac-
tices he believed were corrupt. Then, on October 31,
1517, Luther nailed on the door of the Wittenberg
Church a placard with 95 theses, or statements, crit-
icizing indulgences and other church policies.

Breaking With Rome
Printed copies of the Ninety-five Theses spread

quickly all over Germany. Sales of indulgences
declined sharply. Encouraged by this reaction,
Luther published hundreds of essays advocating
justification by faith and attacking church abuses.

Pope Leo X responded to the decline in indul-
gence sales by sending envoys to Germany to per-
suade Luther to withdraw his criticisms. But Luther
refused. In 1520 the pope formally condemned
Luther and banned his works. In 1521 Pope Leo X
excommunicated Luther from the Church.

Shortly after Luther’s excommunication, a diet,
or council, of German princes met in Worms,
Germany, to try to bring Luther back into the Church.
They decided that Luther should take back his crit-

Printing
Before the 1400s books had to be copied by hand—a time-

consuming method. Consequently, books were rare, owned and read
only by scholars and the wealthy.
Gutenberg’s invention of movable
type changed all that: books could 
be produced faster at lower cost;
more people were able to buy books
and expand their knowledge; and
traditional ideas were questioned.
German printers quickly adopted
Gutenberg’s invention and set up
similar printing presses in other
European countries.
Martin Luther was one of the first
authors to benefit from the new

technology. Since his books could be repro-
duced inexpensively and in large quantities,
they could be easily obtained throughout
Europe shortly after Luther completed them.
Thus, Luther was able to spread his ideas and

gain widespread support before the Catholic
Church could respond.

In the past few decades, more advances
have been made in printing than in all the
years since Gutenberg. Today high-speed
machines and computer technology togeth-
er have revolutionized the printing industry.
Images are now transferred onto paper
directly from computer files. The develop-
ment of copy machines and laser printers
has also made smaller printing jobs easier.

Describe how Gutenberg’s print-
ing press transformed European soci-
ety during the 1400s and 1500s. How
did Luther benefit from Gutenberg’s
invention? Explain how computer
technology and other innovations
have transformed printing and other
means of communication today.

CO
N

NECTIONS

C
O

N
NECTIONS

Gutenberg’s press
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icisms of the papacy. Meanwhile, Luther traveled to
Worms as crowds of cheering people lined the road.
Luther strode into the assembly hall and, when asked
to take back his teachings, gave this reply: “I am
bound by the Sacred Scriptures I have cited … and
my conscience is captive to the Word of God. I cannot
and will not recant [take back] anything.… God help
me.” Luther, condemned as a heretic and outlaw,
was rushed out of Worms and hidden at a castle in
Wartburg by a friend, Prince Frederick of Saxony.

While in hiding, Luther translated the New
Testament into German. Earlier German translations
of the Bible were so rare and costly that few people
had them. With Luther’s more affordable transla-
tion, most people could now read the Bible.  

Lutheranism
After Worms, Luther laid the foundation of the

first Protestant faith: Lutheranism. While Catholicism
stressed faith and good works in salvation and the
importance of church teaching as a spiritual guide,

Lutheranism emphasized salvation by faith alone
and the Bible’s role as the only source of religious
truth. Lutheran services centered on biblical
preaching rather than ritual and were held in the
language of the people instead of Latin. In this way
people could understand and participate in the ser-
vices. Luther and his followers also held that the
Church was not a hierarchy of clergy, but a com-
munity of believers. All useful occupations, not 
just the priesthood, were vocations, or callings, in
which people could serve God and neighbor.

Lutheranism brought a new religious message
to Germany, but it also stirred social unrest among
peasants wanting to end serfdom. When a major
peasant revolt erupted in 1525, Luther, fearing
social chaos, backed the princes against the peas-
ants. The princes cruelly put down the uprising,
killing thousands of people. Lutheranism became a
more conservative movement as a result; however,
it had already sown the seeds of more radical
Protestant movements that would transform
Europe’s religious landscape.

Main Idea
1. Use a diagram like the one

below to show Luther’s actions
that led to Church reform.

Recall
2. Define justification by faith,

indulgences, vocation.
3. Identify Protestant 

Reformation, Martin Luther,
Pope Leo X.

Critical Thinking
4. Synthesizing Information If

you wanted to protest against

something today, what medium
would you use to communicate
your cause? Why?

Understanding Themes
5. Conflict Why did Pope Leo X

ask Martin Luther to recant his
beliefs and then excommuni-
cate him when Luther would
not do so?

Luther Preaching to
the Faithful, (artist

unknown). National Museum,
Copenhagen, Denmark What
was Luther’s view of vocations?
(below) Indulgence box—an
item that Luther opposed.

Art&
History

Luther’s Actions

Reform➔ ➔

SECTION 3 ASSESSMENT
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A
lthough the Protestant Reformation
spread throughout Europe in the
1500s, divisions began to appear with-

in the movement soon after it had started. Not only
did the Protestant reformers not believe in the same
methods; they did not even agree on the same goals.

Swiss Reformers
After the rise of Lutheranism in Germany,

many preachers and merchants in neighboring
Switzerland separated from Rome and set up
churches known as Reformed. Huldrych Zwingli,
a Swiss priest who lived from 1484 to 1531, led the
Protestant movement in Switzerland. Like Luther,
Zwingli stressed salvation by faith alone and
denounced many Catholic beliefs and practices,
such as purgatory and the sale of indulgences.
Unlike Luther, though, Zwingli wanted to break
completely from Catholic tradition. He wanted to
establish a theocracy, or church-run state, in the
Swiss city of Zurich. By 1525 Zwingli had achieved
this goal. But in 1531 war broke out over Protestant
missionary activity in the Catholic areas of Swit-
zerland. Zwingli and his force of followers were
defeated by an army of Catholics.

In the mid-1500s John Calvin, another reformer,
established the most powerful and influential
Reformed group in the Swiss city of Geneva. Here
Calvin set up a theocracy similar to Zwingli’s rule in
Zurich.

Born in 1509, Calvin grew up in Catholic
France at the start of the Reformation. He received
an education in theology, law, and humanism that
prompted him to study the Bible very carefully
and to formulate his own Protestant theology. In
1536 Calvin published his theology in The Institutes
of the Christian Religion, soon one of the most 

> Terms to Define
theocracy, predestination

> People to Meet
Huldrych Zwingli, John Calvin, the
Anabaptists, Henry VIII, Catherine of
Aragon, Anne Boleyn, Edward VI, Mary,
Elizabeth I

> Places to Locate
Zurich, Geneva

Mary Queen of Scots was a prisoner for seven-
teen long years. What was she to do, as she and her
keeper’s wife sat together all that time? She could
sew. Over the years, she and her attendant ladies
embroidered seas of fabric: tablecloths, cushions, and
hangings, every piece scattered with coats of arms
and emblems, every piece sprinkled with gold and

silver spangles to catch the light.
Some became gifts; but occasionally
her presents were rudely refused.
Her own son, King James VI,
returned a vest his mother had
embroidered for him because she
had addressed it to “The Prince of
Scotland.”

—adapted from Mary Queen of
Scots, Roy Strong and Julia
Trevelyan Oman, 1972

S e c t i o n 4

The Spread of
Protestantism

S
The
toryteller

Mary Queen of Scots

Read to Find Out 
Main Idea Different forms of 
Protestantism emerged in Europe as 
the Reformation spread.
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popular books of its day, influencing religious
reformers in Europe and later in North America.

The cornerstone of Calvin’s theology was the
belief that God possessed all-encompassing power
and knowledge. Calvin contended that God alone
directed everything that has happened in the past,
that happens in the present, and that will happen in
the future. Thus, he argued, God determines the fate
of every person—a doctrine he called predestination.

To advance his views, Calvin tried to turn the
city of Geneva into a model religious community.
He began this project in 1541 by establishing the
Consistory, a church council of 12 elders that was
given the power to control almost every aspect of
people’s daily lives. All citizens were required to
attend Reformed church services several times each
week. The Consistory inspected homes annually to
make sure that no one was disobeying the laws that
forbade fighting, swearing, drunkenness, gam-
bling, card playing, and dancing. It dispensed
harsh punishments to those who disobeyed. This
atmosphere earned Geneva the title “City of God”
and attracted reformers from all over Europe.

Visitors to Geneva helped to spread Calvinism,
or John Calvin’s teaching, throughout Europe.
Because the Calvinist church was led by local coun-
cils of ministers and elected church members, it was
easy to establish in most countries. Furthermore,
the somewhat democratic structure of this organi-
zation gave its participants a stake in its welfare
and inspired their intense loyalty.

The people of the Netherlands and Scotland
became some of Calvin’s most ardent supporters.
John Knox, a leader of the Reformation in Scotland,
and other reformers used Calvin’s teachings to
encourage moral people to overthrow “ungodly”
rulers. They preached, as Calvin had, “We must obey
princes and others who are in authority, but only
insofar as they do not deny to God, the supreme
King, Father, and Lord, what is due Him.” Calvinism
thus became a dynamic social force in western
Europe in the 1500s and contributed to the rise of rev-
olutionary movements later in the 1600s and 1700s.

Radical Reformers
Several new Protestant groups in western

Europe, called the Anabaptists, initiated the prac-
tice of baptizing, or admitting into their groups,
only adult members. They based this practice on
the belief that only people who could make a free
and informed choice to become Christians should
be allowed to do so. Catholic and established
Protestant churches, in contrast, baptized infants.

Many Anabaptists denied the authority of local
governments to direct their lives. They refused to
hold office, bear arms, or swear oaths, and many
lived separate from a society they saw as sinful.
Consequently, they were often persecuted by gov-
ernment officials, forcing many Anabaptists to
wander from country to country seeking refuge.

Although most Anabaptists were peaceful, oth-
ers were fanatical in their beliefs. These zealots
brought about the downfall of the rest. When in
1534 radical Anabaptists seized power in the
German city of Münster and proceeded to burn
books, seize private property, and practice
polygamy, Lutherans and Catholics united to crush
them. Together they killed the Anabaptist leaders
and persecuted any surviving Anabaptist believers.

As a result, many Anabaptist groups left
Europe for North America during the 1600s. In the
Americas, the Anabaptists promoted two ideas that
would become crucial in forming the United States
of America: religious liberty and separation of
church and state. Today, Protestant groups such as
the Baptists, Mennonites, and Amish all trace their
ancestry to the Anabaptists.

England’s Church
Reformation ideas filtered into England during

the 1500s. A serious quarrel between King Henry
VIII and the pope brought them to the forefront.

The quarrel arose over succession to the throne.
Of Henry’s six children by Catherine of Aragon,
only Mary survived. Henry wanted to leave a male
heir to the throne to avoid civil war. Believing that
Catherine was too old to have more children, the
king decided to marry Anne Boleyn. In 1527 Henry
asked the pope to agree to a divorce between himself
and Catherine. But Catherine’s nephew was the
powerful Holy Roman Emperor Charles V, upon
whom the pope depended for protection. Charles
wanted Catherine to remain as queen of England in
order to influence the country’s policies in favor of

King Henry VIII
Henry VIII was a typical
Renaissance ruler who tried

to excel in many areas. He enjoyed tennis, joust-
ing, music, and discussions about religion and the
sciences. He wrote a book of theology and com-
posed several pieces of music, one of which may
have been the song “Greensleeves.”  
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his own interests. The pope refused Henry’s request.
Henry would not be thwarted. With

Parliament’s support, he had a series of laws
passed that separated the English Church from the
pope. The most important law, the Act of
Supremacy passed in 1534, made Henry head of the
English Church instead of the pope. Despite this
break with Rome, Henry was not a Protestant
reformer. The new Church of England kept Catholic

doctrines and forms of worship. Devout Catholics,
however, opposed the king’s rule of the Church.
The most noted Catholic, the humanist scholar
Thomas More, was beheaded for treason in 1535.
Henry took other measures against supporters of
the old religion. Between 1536 and 1540, he closed
monasteries and convents, seized their land, and
shared the gains with nobles and other high officials.
In this way, the king filled his treasury and ensured
influential support for his religious policies.

Henry also worked to strengthen the succes-
sion to the throne. He had the Church of England
end his marriage to Catherine and then wed Anne
Boleyn. Anne bore him a daughter, Elizabeth. In the
years that followed, Henry married four more
times but had only one son, Edward. When Henry
died in 1547, 9-year-old  Edward succeeded him to
the throne. The young king was dominated by
devout Protestant officials who introduced
Protestant doctrines into the Church of England.

When Edward VI died in his teens, his Catholic
half sister Mary became queen. Mary tried to
restore Catholicism in England and ended up burn-
ing hundreds of Protestants at the stake. This per-
secution earned her the nickname of “Bloody
Mary” and only served to strengthen her people’s
support for Protestantism.

After Mary’s death in 1558, her Protestant half
sister, Elizabeth I, became queen. To unite her 
people, Elizabeth followed a moderate course in
religion. She made the English Church Protestant
with some Catholic features. Anglicanism, as this
blend of Protestant belief and Catholic practice was
called, pleased most English people. However, 
radical Protestants known as Puritans wanted to
“purify” the English Church of Catholic rituals.
Although at first small in numbers, the Puritans
gradually became influential both in the Church of
England and the English Parliament.

Main Idea
1. Use a diagram like the one

below to identify different
forms of Protestantism that
arose during the Reformation.

Recall
2. Define theocracy, 

predestination.
3. Identify Huldrych Zwingli,

John Calvin, the Anabaptists,
Henry VIII, Catherine of
Aragon, Anne Boleyn, 
Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth I.

Critical Thinking
4. Making Comparisons How

did Calvinist and Anabaptist
attitudes differ about partici-
pating in government activities?

Understanding Themes
5. Cultural Diffusion Why did

the Catholic Church want to
stop the spread of Protestant
ideas?

Henry VIII, a portrait by Hans Holbein,
shows the king’s splendid royal attire,

reflecting his authority. Why did Henry seek
Parliament’s support in breaking with the Catholic Church?

Art&
History

Protestantism

SECTION 4 ASSESSMENT
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In a geography trivia game, you picked the
following question: What is the longest river
in the world? The game card says it is the

Amazon River, but you think it is the Nile River.
How can you prove you are right?

You must identify evidence that will establish
your claim. In the example above, you could con-
sult an atlas, almanac, or encyclopedia to find the
lengths of both rivers. (The Nile River is 4,160
miles long, while the Amazon is 4,000 miles long.)

Learning the Skill
There are four basic kinds of evidence: 1) oral

accounts (eyewitness testimony); 2) written docu-
ments (diaries, letters, books, articles); 3) objects
(artifacts); and 4) visual items (photographs,
videotapes, paintings). These kinds of evidence
fall into one of two categories—primary evidence
and secondary evidence.

Primary evidence is produced by participants
or eyewitnesses to events. Eyewitness accounts or
photographs of a fire are examples of primary
evidence. Secondary evidence is produced later,
by those who have not experienced the events
directly. Textbooks and encyclopedias are exam-
ples of secondary evidence.

To identify evidence that proves a claim, first
clearly define the claim. Search available informa-
tion to find the kind of evidence that can prove or
disprove the claim. Compare the pieces of evi-

Identifying Evidence
dence to see if they agree. Also, rate the objectivity
of your evidence. If you consulted an atlas,
almanac, or encyclopedia, these are all reliable
sources of information. However, if you are using
letters, diaries, and news accounts, carefully assess
which evidence is most reliable.

Practicing the Skill
Read the claim below. Then read each piece of

evidence that follows. Decide which pieces of evi-
dence prove the claim to be true and explain why.
Claim: Humanism’s emphasis on the value of the indi-
vidual led to artistic flowering in the Renaissance.
1. In Renaissance Italy humanist scholars opened

schools to promote the study of history, phi-
losophy, Latin, and Greek.

2. Renaissance artists used painting and sculp-
ture to convey human emotions and values.

3. In Rome, the pope and cardinals made up the
wealthiest and most powerful class of people.

4. In England, William Shakespeare wrote plays
that dealt with universal human qualities such
as jealousy, ambition, love, and despair.

5. The invention of the printing press spread
knowledge of humanism.

Applying the Skill
Think about this claim: Renaissance humanist

values still dominate modern American culture.
Find at least five pieces of evidence from news-
papers, magazines, and other sources to prove or
disprove this claim.

For More Practice
Turn to the Skill Practice in the Chapter

Assessment on page 431.

The Glencoe Skillbuilder
Interactive Workbook, Level 2
provides instruction and practice in
key social studies skills.
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yteller

M
ost of the people in Spain, France,
Italy, Portugal, Hungary, Poland,
and southern Germany remained

Catholic during the Protestant Reformation.
Nevertheless, Catholicism’s power was threatened
by Protestantism’s increasing popularity in north-
ern Europe. To counter the Protestant challenge,
Catholics decided to enact reforms. The Catholic
Church had had a history of periodic reform since
the Middle Ages. Thus, in the movement that came
to be known as the Counter-Reformation, or
Catholic Reformation, the Church eliminated many
abuses, clarified its theology, and reestablished the
pope’s authority over church members.

Reaffirming Catholicism
During the 1530s and 1540s, Pope Paul III set

out to reform the Church and stem the Protestant
advance. To establish the goals of the Catholic
Reformation, he called a council of bishops at Trent,
Italy, in 1545.

The Council of Trent
The Council of Trent, which met in several ses-

sions until 1563, reaffirmed Catholic teachings that
had been challenged by the Protestants. Salvation,
it declared, comes through faith and good works,
and church tradition is equal to the Bible as a source
of religious truth. The Latin Vulgate translation of
the Bible was made the only acceptable version of
scripture.

The Council also put an end to many church
abuses. It forbade the selling of indulgences. Clergy
were ordered to follow strict rules of behavior. The

> Terms to Define
seminary, baroque

> People to Meet
Pope Paul III, the Jesuits, Ignatius of 
Loyola

> Places to Locate
Trent

The Inquisition sometimes used “ordeals” to
determine guilt or innocence, confident that God
would give victory to an innocent person and pun-
ish the guilty. In the “Trial of the Cross,” both par-
ties, accuser and accused, stood before a cross with
arms outstretched. The first to drop his arms was
judged guilty. In the “Trial by Hot Water,” the
accused lifted a stone from the bottom of a boiling
cauldron. If, after three days, his wound had healed,

he was innocent. In
the “Trial by Cold
Water,” the accused
was tied up and low-
ered into water. If he
sank, he was innocent.
If he floated, he was
guilty.

—from The Medieval
Inquisition, Albert
Clement Shannon,
1983

S e c t i o n 5

The Catholic
Reformation

S
The
toryteller

Trial of Books (detail)

Read to Find Out 
Main Idea The Catholic Church attempted
to halt the spread of Protestantism.
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Council decided that each diocese had to establish
a seminary, or theological school, to ensure a bet-
ter-educated clergy.  

The Inquisition
To deal with the Protestant threat, Pope Paul

also strengthened the Inquisition. As you read in
Chapter 12, the Inquisition was a church court set
up to stamp out heresy. In addition to carrying out
its traditional functions, the Inquisition in the 1500s
introduced censorship to curtail humanist and
Protestant thinking. In 1543 it published the Index
of Forbidden Books, a list of works considered too
immoral or irreligious for Catholics to read.

The Arts
The Church also used the arts to further the

Catholic Reformation. The Council of Trent main-
tained the Church’s elaborate art and ritual, and it
declared that the Mass should be said only in Latin.

Church art and Latin ritual were to serve as sources
of inspiration for educated and less educated
Catholics alike. Many artists were influenced by the
intensely emotional devotion of the Catholic
Reformation. One of these was the Greek painter
Domenikos Theotokopoulos, known in Spain as El
Greco, or “The Greek.” Residing in Spain, El Greco
painted the saints in distorted figures that showed
strong religious feelings.

As the Catholic Reformation spread through
Europe, it helped spark a new style of art and archi-
tecture called baroque (buh•ROHK). The Renais-
sance arts had shown restraint, simplicity, and
order, but the baroque arts stressed emotion, com-
plexity, and exaggeration for dramatic effect. In
painting, Peter Paul Rubens of Flanders was a mas-
ter of the baroque style. He painted large altar-
pieces of emotional religious scenes as well as
mythological subjects. Another master was the
Spaniard Diego Velázquez, who painted portraits at
the Spanish royal court. Among the most famous

The Council of Trent by Titian. Held off and on for about 20 years,
this church council reaffirmed Catholic doctrine and introduced

reforms. What Bible was made the only acceptable version?

Art&
History
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baroque architects was the Italian artist Gian
Lorenzo Bernini. His best known work is the public
square of St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome, which is
enclosed by two great semicircles of columns. 

Spreading Catholicism
The Church also set out to win converts and to

strengthen the spiritual life of Catholics. Many reli-
gious orders and individuals in the Church became
involved in these efforts. 

Ignatius of Loyola
In 1540 the pope recognized a new religious

order, the Society of Jesus, or Jesuits. Founded by
Ignatius of Loyola, the Jesuits worked to spread
Catholicism and combat heresy. 

Ignatius was a Spanish noble whose military
career had ended abruptly when he was wounded
in battle. During a long recovery, he found comfort
in the lives of the saints and vowed to serve God.

The outcome of his vow was the founding of the
Jesuits, who followed a strict spiritual discipline
and pledged absolute obedience to the pope.

The Jesuits wore the black robes of monks,
lived simple lives, but did not withdraw from the
world. They preached to the people, helped the
poor, and set up schools. They also served as advis-
ers in royal courts and founded universities. Jesuit
centers of learning taught not only theology but
also physics, astronomy, mathematics, archaeology,
and other subjects. 

As missionaries, the Jesuits helped strengthen
Catholicism in southern Germany, Bohemia, Poland,
and Hungary. They also carried their message to the
Americas, Africa, and Asia. The Jesuit priest Matteo
Ricci, for example, traveled to China and preached
Christianity at the court of the Ming emperor. To
make his message relevant to Chinese needs, Ricci
learned to speak Chinese and dressed in Chinese
clothing. Although he had little success in spreading
his religious beliefs, Ricci shared with Chinese schol-
ars his knowledge of European arts and sciences.
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By 1560 many northern Europeans had become Protestants, yet most southern 
Europeans remained Catholics. 
Region What were the results of this religious division?
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Teresa of Avila
Another supporter of Catholic renewal was the

Spanish nun Teresa of Avila. Born to a noble family
in 1515, Teresa entered a Carmelite convent. Daily
life there, however, was not strict enough for the
deeply religious Teresa, so she set up her own order
of Carmelite nuns. Teresa later opened many new
convents throughout Spain. Made a saint after her
death, Teresa’s spiritual writings rank as classics of
Christianity.

A Divided Europe
While Catholicism carried out reforms, the

Catholic Holy Roman Emperor Charles V tried, but
failed, to stem the spread of Protestantism in his
domains. Finally, in 1555, Charles and the German
princes signed the Peace of Augsburg, which
allowed each prince—whether Catholic or
Lutheran—to choose the religion of his subjects. 

This treaty set the stage for the division of
Europe into a Protestant north and a Catholic
south, a division that remains to this day. Northern
Germany and Scandinavia were Lutheran. Areas of
southern Germany, Switzerland, the Netherlands,
and Scotland—with their economic wealth based in
towns—held to Calvinism. England set up its own
Anglican Church, a blend of Protestantism and
Catholicism under royal control.

There were many reasons why Europeans in
large numbers supported Protestantism. One rea-
son was undoubtedly religious conviction.
However, nonreligious factors were also involved.
German princes often favored Protestantism in
order to increase their power. They made
Protestantism the official religion of their territo-
ries, placing it under their control. They also seized
lands and wealth owned by the Catholic Church.
Townspeople also rallied to the new faith, which
supported their business practices. Above all,
northern Europeans saw Protestantism as a way to

defy an Italian-controlled Catholic Church that
drew so much money from their homelands.

During the 1500s and early 1600s, religious wars
engulfed Europe, bringing widespread killing and
destruction. In France, a struggle for the monarchy
heightened bitter fighting between French
Protestants, or Huguenots, and the Catholic major-
ity. Both sides carried out terrible atrocities. The most
infamous event was the Saint Bartholomew’s Day
Massacre. On that day—August 24, 1572—violence
erupted that led to the killing of 3,000 Huguenots. 

Religious bigotry also brought hard times to
European Jews caught in the middle of the
Christian feuding. One exception to this pattern of
intolerance was the Netherlands, which took in
Jews driven out of other areas of Europe.

Main Idea
1. Use a chart like the one below

to show steps the Catholic
Church took to stop the spread
of Protestantism.

Recall
2. Define seminary, baroque.
3. Identify Pope Paul III, 

the Jesuits, Ignatius of Loyola.
Critical Thinking
4. Analyzing Information List

any three of the reforms pro-
posed by the Council of Trent.

Beside each reform, give the
Protestant viewpoint to which 
it responded.

Understanding Themes
5. Reaction Which of the

Catholic Church’s actions
against Protestantism were suc-
cessful, and which were not?

Jesuit missionaries in Japan are
depicted by a Japanese painter. Who

founded the Society of Jesus?

History
Visualizing

Church’s Efforts to 
Stop Protestantism

SECTION 5 ASSESSMENT
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from

L
ike many other
Renaissance thinkers,
Niccolò Machiavelli

(1469–1527) analyzed human actions
rather than spiritual issues. Unlike
many of his contemporaries, however,
he focused on the selfish side of human
nature more than on humanity’s poten-
tial for progress. Machiavelli observed
how successful politicians won and
secured power. He sent his thoughts to
an Italian prince, hoping to win a posi-
tion as an adviser. His ruthlessly hon-
est look at how politicians act both con-
firms and challenges the views we have
toward our leaders.

The Prince
by Niccolò Machiavelli

I t is the custom of those who are anxious
to find favor in the eyes of a prince to pre-

sent him with such things as they value most
highly or in which they see him take delight.
Hence offerings are made of horses, arms, gold-
en cloth, precious stones and such ornaments,
worthy of the greatness of the Prince. Since
therefore I am desirous of presenting myself to
Your Magnificence with some token of my
eagerness to serve you, I have been able to find
nothing in what I possess which I hold more
dear or in greater esteem than the knowledge of
the actions of great men which has come to me
through a long experience of present-day affairs
and continual study of ancient times. And hav-
ing pondered long and diligently on this knowl-
edge and tested it well, I have reduced it to a lit-
tle volume which I now send to Your
Magnificence. Though I consider this work
unworthy of your presence, nonetheless I have
much hope that your kindness may find it
acceptable, if it be considered that I could offer
you no better gift than to give you occasion to
learn in a very short space of time all that I have
come to have knowledge and understanding of
over many years and through many hardships
and dangers. I have not adorned the work nor
inflated it with lengthy clauses nor pompous or
magnificent words, nor added any other refine-
ment or extrinsic ornament wherewith many are
wont to advertise or embellish their work, for it
has been my wish either that no honor should be
given it or that simply the truth of the material
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and the gravity of the subject should make it
acceptable.… 

As for the exercise of the mind, the prince
should read the histories of all peoples and pon-
der on the actions of the wise men therein
recorded, note how they governed themselves in
time of war, examine the reasons for their victo-
ries or defeats in order to imitate the former and
avoid the latter, and above all conduct himself in
accordance with the example of some great man
of the past.… 

We now have left to consider what should
be the manners and attitudes of a prince toward
his subjects and his friends. As I know that many
have written on this subject I feel that I may be
held presumptuous in what I have to say, if in
my comments I do not follow the lines laid
down by others. Since, however, it has been my
intention to write something which may be of

use to the understanding reader, it has seemed
wiser to me to follow the real truth of the matter
rather than what we imagine it to be. For imagi-
nation has created many principalities and
republics that have never been seen or known to
have any real existence, for how we live is so dif-
ferent from how we ought to live that he who
studies what ought to be done rather than what
is done will learn the way to his downfall rather
than to his preservation. A man striving in every
way to be good will meet his ruin among the
great number who are not good. Hence it is nec-
essary for a prince, if he wishes to remain in
power, to learn how not to be good and to use
his knowledge or refrain from using it as he may
need.… 

Here the question arises; whether it is better
to be loved than feared or feared than loved. The
answer is that it would be desirable to be both

Machiavelli advised
Lorenzo de’ Medici,

who became the ruler of Florence in
1513, to be as cunning as his grandfa-
ther, Lorenzo the Magnificent, shown
here. Why did Machiavelli believe it is better
to be feared than loved?

History
Visualizing
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but, since that is difficult, it is much safer to be
feared than to be loved, if one must choose. For
on men in general this observation may be
made: they are ungrateful, fickle, and deceitful,
eager to avoid dangers, and avid for gain, and
while you are useful to them they are all with
you, offering you their blood, their property,
their lives, and their sons so long as danger is
remote, as we noted above, but when it
approaches they turn on you. Any prince, trust-
ing only in their words and having no other
preparations made, will fall to his ruin, for
friendships that are bought at a price and not by
greatness and nobility of soul are paid for
indeed, but they are not owned and cannot be
called upon in time of need. Men have less hesi-
tation in offending a man who is loved than one
who is feared, for love is held by a bond of 

obligation which, as men are wicked, is broken
whenever personal advantage suggests it, but
fear is accompanied by the dread of punishment
which never relaxes.… 

Hence a wise leader cannot and should not
keep his word when keeping it is not to his
advantage or when the reasons that made him
give it are no longer valid. If men were good,
this would not be a good precept, but since they
are wicked and will not keep faith with you, you
are not bound to keep faith with them.… 

So a prince need not have all the aforemen-
tioned good qualities, but it is most essential that
he appear to have them. Indeed, I should go so
far as to say that having them and always prac-
ticing them is harmful, while seeming to have
them is useful. It is good to appear clement [mer-
ciful], trustworthy, humane, religious, and 

This portrait of
Cesare Borgia

embodies the pride and confi-
dence of the prince about whom
Machiavelli wrote his political
commentary. Borgia, the son of
the controversial Pope Alexander
VI, used his position as duke of
Romagna to enhance papal politi-
cal power. When should a leader not
keep his word, according to
Machiavelli? 

History
Visualizing
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RESPONDING TO LITERATURE

honest, and also to be so, but always with the
mind so disposed that, when the occasion arises
not to be so, you can become the opposite. It
must be understood that a prince and particular-
ly a new prince cannot practice all the virtues for
which men are accounted good, for the necessity
of preserving the state often compels him to take
actions which are opposed to loyalty, charity,
humanity, and religion. Hence he must have a
spirit ready to adapt itself as the varying winds
of fortune command him. As I have said, so far
as he is able, a prince should stick to the path of
good but, if the necessity arises, he should know
how to follow evil.

A prince must take great care that no word
ever passes his lips that is not full of the above
mentioned five good qualities, and he must seem
to all who see and hear him a model of piety,
loyalty, integrity, humanity, and religion. Nothing
is more necessary than to seem to possess this
last quality, for men in general judge more by the
eye than the hand; as all can see but few can feel.
Everyone sees what you seem to be, few experi-
ence what you really are and these few do not
dare to set themselves up against the opinion 
of the majority supported by the majesty of the
state. In the actions of all men and especially
princes, where there is no court of appeal, the
end is all that counts. Let a prince then concern
himself with the acquisition or the maintenance
of a state; the means employed will always 
be considered honorable and praised by all, for 
the mass of mankind is always swayed by the
appearances and by the outcome of an 
enterprise.… 

I am not ignorant of the fact that many have

1. Describe in your own words Machiavelli’s
view of human nature.

2. Write a brief essay giving an example that
explains whether today’s politicians follow
Machiavelli’s advice.

3. Propose an alternative principle to Machiavelli’s

view that “where there is no court of appeal,
the end is all that counts.” 

4. Making Judgments Do you think individu-
als should follow Machiavelli’s advice in deal-
ing with their family, friends, and classmates?
Why or why not?

RESPONDING TO LITERATURE

The Pier and the Ducal Palace
(detail) by Luca Carlevaris.

According to the principles of Machiavelli, why should a
ruler carefully maintain the exterior of the palace?

History
Visualizing

held and hold the opinion that the things of this
world are so ordered by fortune and God that
the prudence of mankind may effect little change
in them, indeed is of no avail at all. On this basis
it could be argued that there is no point in mak-
ing any effort, but we should rather abandon
ourselves to destiny. This opinion has been the
more widely held in our day on account of the
great variations in things that we have seen and
are still witnessing and which are entirely
beyond human conjecture. Sometimes indeed,
thinking on such matters, I am minded to share
that opinion myself. Nevertheless I believe, if we
are to keep our free will, that it may be true that
fortune controls half of our actions indeed but
allows us the direction of the other half, or
almost half.… 
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Reviewing Facts
1. Culture Use a chart like the one below to list the

characteristics of Renaissance art.

2. Government/Culture Explain how the city-states
of Renaissance Italy were governed. What social
classes were present in the typical city-state?

3. Culture Describe how the art and architecture of
the Renaissance differed from the art and archi-
tecture of the Middle Ages.

4. History Discuss why the Protestant and
Catholic Reformations were important turning
points in the history of Europe.

5. Culture Explain why Henry VIII separated from
the Catholic Church and created the Church of
England.

6. Culture State how Ignatius of Loyola and Teresa
of Avila helped to reform Catholicism.

Critical Thinking
1. Apply Why did the Medici rulers use tax rev-

enues to fund public works projects that benefit-
ed all the citizens of Florence?

2. Analyze What were the causes of the Protestant
Reformation? Could the Reformation have
occurred without a reformer such as Luther?

3. Evaluate How did the religious reformations of
the 1500s affect Europe? How might Europe’s
religious heritage affect efforts toward unity
today?

Using Key Terms
Write the key term that completes each sentence. Then
write a sentence for each term not chosen.

a. baroque h. theocracy
b. humanism i. doge
c. seminary j. sonnet
d. vocations k. châteaux
e. indulgences l. secular
f. predestination m. individualism
g. justification by faith

1. The Catholic Reformation made use of a new
style of art known as _______.

2. ________, or the Renaissance interest in the
ancient classical writings, sparked an interest in
human creativity and fulfillment.

3. A _______ was a Renaissance form of writing
that developed that dealt with the theme of
love.

4. ______ is the belief that a person could be made
good simply by having faith in God’s mercy
and love.

5. The Italian city of Venice had a republican style
of government headed by an elected official
called a _______.

One effect of the Reformation was the
migration of thousands of people to colo-
nial America. Research and write a brief
history of one religious group’s migration.
Create a map that shows the origin and
destination(s) of that group. 

Using Your History Journal

CHAPTER 16 ASSESSMENT

Self-Check Quiz

Visit the World History: The Human Experience Web 
site at worldhistory.glencoe.com and click on 
Chapter 16—Self-Check Quiz to prepare for the 
Chapter Test.

Renaissance Art

Architecture Painting Sculpture

Using a Computerized Card
Catalog Make use of a
library’s computerized card
catalog to choose a Renaissance artist to research.
Find information about the person’s life and
achievements. Using your research, create an oral
history about that person by role-playing him or
her. Have the class ask you questions about your
life and your contributions to the Renaissance.
Your responses should reflect your researched
information.

Technology Activity

http://www.glencoe.com/sec/socialstudies/worldhistory/wh2001/quiz.shtml?BOOK=004&CHAPTER=16&TITLE=Renaissance+and+Reformation
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4. Analyze Apollonio Giovanni, an Italian artist,
painted the entry of a group of cavaliers into a
town in the 1300s, shown below. In what ways
does this painting show how Renaissance artists
broke away from traditional forms?

Understanding Themes
1. Innovation Why did the Renaissance begin in

Italy? How did the movement change European
thought and culture?

2. Cultural Diffusion How did the people of
northern Europe adapt Italian Renaissance ideas
to their society?

3. Conflict Could the conflict between Luther and
the pope have been resolved if either had react-
ed differently? Explain.

4. Cultural Diffusion What factors helped
Protestant ideas to spread so rapidly?

5. Reaction In what ways could the Catholic
Reformation be called the Counter-Reformation?

Skill Practice
Use the information in Chapter 16 to find evidence for
each claim below. Then decide which claim you support.

1. Martin Luther was a sincere believer who only
wanted to reform the Catholic Church.

2. Martin Luther was a rebel intent on splitting the
Catholic Church.

1. Do you think ancient Greek and Roman 
culture influences artists, architects, and
writers as much today as it did during the
Renaissance? Why or why not?

2. What ideas of the Protestant Reformation
do you think affect the United States today?

Geography in History
1. Location What is the approximate location of

the first Spanish bishopric in South America?
2. Region In what geographic region were most

Spanish missions established during the 1500s?
3. Human/Environment Interaction Large areas

of South America were unreached by missionar-
ies in the first 200 years of Spanish, Portuguese,
and French mission activity. What geographic
feature contributed to this?

4. Place What river did Jesuit missionaries use as
a means of gaining access to the interior of
South America?

�
�
�

Archbishopric with 
date of establishment

Bishopric with date of
establishment

Archdiocese or diocese

Jesuit missionary area

St. Marta
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